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This article summarizes the research on computational methods to detect academic plagiarism by system-
atically reviewing 239 research papers published between 2013 and 2018. To structure the presentation of
the research contributions, we propose novel technically oriented typologies for plagiarism prevention and
detection efforts, the forms of academic plagiarism, and computational plagiarism detection methods. We
show that academic plagiarism detection is a highly active research field. Over the period we review, the field
has seen major advances regarding the automated detection of strongly obfuscated and thus hard-to-identify
forms of academic plagiarism. These improvements mainly originate from better semantic text analysis meth-
ods, the investigation of non-textual content features, and the application of machine learning. We identify
a research gap in the lack of methodologically thorough performance evaluations of plagiarism detection
systems. Concluding from our analysis, we see the integration of heterogeneous analysis methods for tex-
tual and non-textual content features using machine learning as the most promising area for future research
contributions to improve the detection of academic plagiarism further.
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INTRODUCTION

Academic plagiarism is one of the severest forms of research misconduct (a “cardinal sin”) [14]
and has strong negative impacts on academia and the public. Plagiarized research papers impede
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the scientific process, e.g., by distorting the mechanisms for tracing and correcting results. If re-
searchers expand or revise earlier findings in subsequent research, then papers that plagiarized the
original paper remain unaffected. Wrong findings can spread and affect later research or practical
applications [90]. For example, in medicine or pharmacology, meta-studies are an important tool
to assess the efficacy and safety of medical drugs and treatments. Plagiarized research papers can
skew meta-studies and thus jeopardize patient safety [65].

Furthermore, academic plagiarism wastes resources. For example, Wager [261] quotes a journal
editor stating that 10% of the papers submitted to the respective journal suffered from plagiarism
of an unacceptable extent. In Germany, the ongoing crowdsourcing project VroniPlag1 has inves-
tigated more than 200 cases of alleged academic plagiarism (as of July 2019). Even in the best case,
i.e., if the plagiarism is discovered, reviewing and punishing plagiarized research papers and grant
applications still causes a high effort for the reviewers, affected institutions, and funding agen-
cies. The cases reported in VroniPlag showed that investigations into plagiarism allegations often
require hundreds of work hours from affected institutions.

If plagiarism remains undiscovered, then the negative effects are even more severe. Plagiarists
can unduly receive research funds and career advancements as funding agencies may award grants
for plagiarized ideas or accept plagiarized research papers as the outcomes of research projects.
The artificial inflation of publication and citation counts through plagiarism can further aggravate
the problem. Studies showed that some plagiarized papers are cited at least as often as the original
[23]. This phenomenon is problematic, since citation counts are widely used indicators of research
performance, e.g., for funding or hiring decisions.

From an educational perspective, academic plagiarism is detrimental to competence acquisition
and assessment. Practicing is crucial to human learning. If students receive credit for work done
by others, then an important extrinsic motivation for acquiring knowledge and competences is
reduced. Likewise, the assessment of competence is distorted, which again can result in undue
career benefits for plagiarists.

The problem of academic plagiarism is not new but has been present for centuries. However, the
rapid and continuous advancement of information technology (IT), which offers convenient and
instant access to vast amounts of information, has made plagiarizing easier than ever. At the same
time, IT also facilitated the detection of academic plagiarism. As we present in this article, hundreds
of researchers address the automated detection of academic plagiarism and publish hundreds of
research papers a year.

The high intensity and rapid pace of research on academic plagiarism detection make it difficult
for researchers to get an overview of the field. Published literature reviews alleviate the problem
by summarizing previous research, critically examining contributions, explaining results, and clar-
ifying alternative views [212, 40]. Literature reviews are particularly helpful for young researchers
and researchers who newly enter a field. Often, these two groups of researchers contribute new
ideas that keep a field alive and advance the state of the art.

In 2013, we provided a first descriptive review of the state of the art in academic plagiarism
detection [160]. Given the rapid development of the field, we see the need for a follow-up study
to summarize the research since 2013. Therefore, this article provides a systematic qualitative lit-
erature review [187] that critically evaluates the capabilities of computational methods to detect
plagiarism in academic documents and identifies current research trends and research gaps.

The literature review at hand answers the following research questions:

1. What are the major developments in the research on computational methods for plagiarism
detection in academic documents since our last literature review in 2013?

1http://de.vroniplag.wikia.com.
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a. Did researchers propose conceptually new approaches for this task?
b. Which improvements to existing detection methods have been reported?

2. Which research gaps and trends for future research are observable in the literature?

To answer these questions, we organize the remainder of this article as follows. The section
Methodology describes our procedure and criteria for data collection. The following section, Re-
lated Literature Reviews, summarizes the contributions of our compared to topically related reviews
published since 2013. The section Overview of the Research Field describes the major research ar-
eas in the field of academic plagiarism detection. The section Definition and Typology of Plagiarism
introduces our definition and a three-layered model for addressing plagiarism (methods, systems,
and policies). The section Review of Plagiarism Typologies synthesizes the classifications of pla-
giarism found in the literature into a technically oriented typology suitable for our review. The
section Plagiarism Detection Methods is the core of this article. For each class of computational pla-
giarism detection methods, the section provides a description and an overview of research papers
that employ the method in question. The section Plagiarism Detection Systems discusses the appli-
cation of detection methods in plagiarism detection systems. The Discussion section summarizes
the advances in plagiarism detection research and outlines open research questions.

METHODOLOGY

To collect the research papers included in our review, we performed a keyword-based automated
search [212] using Google Scholar and Web of Science. We limited the search period to 2013 until
2018 (including). However, papers that introduced a novel concept or approach often predate 2013.
To ensure that our survey covers all relevant primary literature, we included such seminal papers
regardless of their publication date.

Google Scholar indexes major computer science literature databases, including IEEE Xplore,
ACM Digital Library, ScienceDirect, SpringerLink, and TandFonline, as well as grey literature.
Fagan [68] provides an extensive list of “recent studies [that] repeatedly find that Google Scholar’s
coverage meets or exceeds that of other search tools, no matter what is identified by target samples,
including journals, articles, and citations” [68]. Therefore, we consider Google Scholar as a meta-
database that meets the search criteria recommended in the guidelines for conducting systematic
literature reviews [40, 137]. Using Google Scholar also addresses the “lack of conformity, especially
in terms of searching facilities, across commonly used digital libraries,” which Brereton et al. [40]
identified as a hindrance to systematic literature reviews in computer science.

Criticism of using Google Scholar for literature research includes that the system’s relevance
ranking assigns too much importance to citation count [68], i.e., the number of citations a paper
receives. Moreover, Google Scholar covers predatory journals [31]. Most guidelines for systematic
reviews, therefore, recommend using additional search tools despite the comprehensive coverage
of Google Scholar [68]. Following this recommendation, we additionally queried Web of Science.
Since we seek to cover the most influential papers on academic plagiarism detection, we consider
a relevance ranking based on citation counts as an advantage rather than a disadvantage. Hence,
we used the relevance ranking of Google Scholar and ranked search results from Web of Science
by citation count. We excluded all papers (11) that appeared in venues mentioned in Beall’s List of
Predatory Journals and Publishers.2

Our procedure for paper collection consisted of the five phases described hereafter. We reviewed
the first 50 search results when using Google Scholar and the first 150 search results when using
Web of Science.

2https://beallslist.weebly.com/standalone-journals.html.
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In the first phase, we sought to include existing literature reviews on plagiarism detection for
academic documents. Therefore, we queried Google Scholar using the following keywords: pla-
giarism detection literature review, similarity detection literature review, plagiarism detection state of
art, similarity detection state of art, plagiarism detection survey, similarity detection survey.

In the second phase, we added topically related papers using the following rather general key-
words: plagiarism, plagiarism detection, similarity detection, extrinsic plagiarism detection, external
plagiarism detection, intrinsic plagiarism detection, internal plagiarism detection.

After reviewing the papers retrieved in the first and second phases, we defined the structure of
our review and adjusted the scope of our data collection as follows:

1. We focused our search on plagiarism detection for text documents and hence excluded
papers addressing other tasks, such as plagiarism detection for source code or images. We
also excluded papers focusing on corpora development.

2. We excluded papers addressing policy and educational issues related to plagiarism detec-
tion to sharpen the focus of our review on computational detection methods.

Having made these adjustments to our search strategy, we started the third phase of the data
collection. We queried Google Scholar with the following keywords related to specific sub-topics
of plagiarism detection, which we had identified as important during the first and second phases:
semantic analysis plagiarism detection, machine-learning plagiarism detection.

In the fourth phase, we sought to prevent selection bias from exclusively using Google Scholar
by querying Web of Science using the keyword plagiarism detection.

In the fifth phase, we added to our dataset papers from the search period that are topically related
to papers we had already collected. To do so, we included relevant references of collected papers
and papers that publishers’ systems recommended as related to papers in our collection. Follow-
ing this procedure, we included notebook papers of the annual PAN and SemEval workshops. To
ensure the significance of research contributions, we excluded papers that were not referenced
in the official overview papers of the PAN and SemEval workshops or reported results below the
baseline provided by the workshop organizers. For the same reason, we excluded papers that do
not report experimental evaluation results.

To ensure the consistency of paper processing, the first author read all papers in the final dataset
and recorded the paper’s key content in a mind map. All authors continuously reviewed, discussed,
and updated the mind map. Additionally, we maintained a spreadsheet to record the key features
of each paper (task, methods, improvements, dataset, results, etc.).

Table 1 and Table 2 list the numbers of papers retrieved and processed in each phase of the data
collection.

Methodological Risks

The main risks for systematic literature reviews are incompleteness of the collected data and de-
ficiencies in the selection, structure, and presentation of the content.

We addressed the risk of data incompleteness mainly by using two of the most comprehensive
databases for academic literature—Google Scholar and Web of Science. To achieve the best possible
coverage, we queried the two databases with keywords that we gradually refined in a multi-stage
process, in which the results of each phase informed the next phase. By including all relevant
references of papers that our keyword-based search had retrieved, we leveraged the knowledge
of domain experts, i.e., the authors of research papers and literature reviews on the topic, to re-
trieve additional papers. We also included the content-based recommendations provided by the
digital library systems of major publishers, such as Elsevier and ACM. We are confident that this
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Table 1. Numbers of Papers in Each Phase of the Data Collection

Phase No. of

Papers

Excluded

(source code,

policy, corpora)

Newly

Added

Already

Included

Collection

Size

1) Google Scholar:
reviews

66 28 38 – 38

2) Google Scholar:
related papers

143 54 89 23 104

3) Google Scholar:
sub-topics

– – 49 42 111

4) Web of Science 134 82 52 35 128
5) Processing stage 126 – 126 – 254

Table 2. Numbers of Papers by Category

Papers identified by keyword-based automated search 128
Papers collected through references and automated recommendations 126
Inaccessible papers 3
Excluded papers 12
Number of papers reviewed 239

- Reviews and general papers 35
- Papers containing experiments (included in overview tables) 204

– Extrinsic PD 136
– Intrinsic PD 67
– Both extrinsic and intrinsic PD 1

multi-faceted and multi-stage approach to data collection yielded a set of papers that comprehen-
sively reflects the state of the art in detecting academic plagiarism.

To mitigate the risk of subjectivity regarding the selection and presentation of content, we
adhered to best practice guidelines for conducting systematic reviews and investigated the tax-
onomies and structure put forward in related reviews. We present the insights of the latter inves-
tigation in the following section.

RELATED LITERATURE REVIEWS

Table 3 lists related literature reviews in chronological order and categorized according to (i) the
plagiarism detection (PD) tasks the review covers (PD for text documents, PD for source code, other
PD tasks), (ii) whether the review includes descriptions or evaluations of productive plagiarism
detection systems, and (iii) whether the review addresses policy issues related to plagiarism and
academic integrity. All reviews are “narrative” according to the typology of Pare et al. [187]. Two
of the reviews (References [61] and [48]) cover articles that appeared at venues included in Beall’s
List of Predatory Journals and Publishers.

Our previous review article [160] surveyed the state of the art in detecting academic plagiarism,
presented plagiarism detection systems, and summarized evaluations of their detection effective-
ness. We outlined the limitations of text-based plagiarism detection methods and suggested that
future research should focus on semantic analysis approaches that also include non-textual docu-
ment features, such as academic citations.

ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 52, No. 6, Article 112. Publication date: October 2019.
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Table 3. Related Literature Reviews on Plagiarism Detection

Plagiarism Detection Tasks Systems Policies
Paper Text Source Code Other

Meuschke and Gipp [160] YES NO NO YES NO
Chong [47] YES NO NO NO NO
Eisa et al. [61] YES NO YES NO NO
Agarwal and Sharma [8] YES YES NO YES NO
Chowdhury et al. [48] YES YES NO YES NO
Kanjirangat and Gupta [251] YES YES NO YES NO
Velasquez et al. [256] YES NO NO YES YES
Hourrane and Benlahmar [114] YES NO NO NO NO

The main contribution of Chong [47] is an extensive experimental evaluation of text prepro-
cessing methods as well as shallow and deep NLP techniques. However, the paper also provides a
sizable state-of-the-art review of plagiarism detection methods for text documents.

Eisa et al. [61] defined a clear methodology and meticulously followed it but did not include a
temporal dimension. Their well-written review provides comprehensive descriptions and a useful
taxonomy of features and methods for plagiarism detection. The authors concluded that future
research should consider non-textual document features, such as equations, figures, and tables.

Agarwal and Sharma [8] focused on source code PD but also gave a basic overview of plagiarism
detection methods for text documents. Technologically, source code PD and PD for text are closely
related, and many plagiarism detection methods for text can also be applied for source code PD
[57].

Chowdhury et al. [48] provided a comprehensive list of available plagiarism detection systems.
Kanjirangat and Gupta [251] summarized plagiarism detection methods for text documents that

participated in the PAN competitions and compared four plagiarism detection systems.
Velasquez et al. [256] proposed a new plagiarism detection system but also provided an extensive

literature review that includes a typology of plagiarism and an overview of six plagiarism detection
systems.

Hourrane and Benlahmar [114] described individual research papers in detail but did not provide
an abstraction of the presented detection methods.

The literature review at hand extends and improves the reviews outlined in Table 3 as follows:

1. We include significantly more papers than other reviews.
2. Our literature survey is the first that analyses research contributions during a specific pe-

riod to provide insights on the most recent research trends.
3. Our review is the first that adheres to the guidelines for conducting systematic literature

surveys.
4. We introduce a three-layered conceptual model to describe and analyze the phenomenon

of academic plagiarism comprehensively.

OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH FIELD

The papers we retrieved during our research fall into three broad categories: plagiarism detec-

tion methods, plagiarism detection systems, and plagiarism policies. Ordering these cate-
gories by the level of abstraction at which they address the problem of academic plagiarism yields
the three-layered model shown in Figure 1. We propose this model to structure and systematically
analyze the large and heterogeneous body of literature on academic plagiarism.
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Fig. 1. Three-layered model for addressing academic plagiarism.

Layer 1: Plagiarism detection methods subsumes research that addresses the automated
identification of potential plagiarism instances. Papers falling into this layer typically present
methods that analyze textual similarity at the lexical, syntactic, and semantic levels, as well as
similarity of non-textual content elements, such as citations, figures, tables, and mathematical for-
mulae. To this layer, we also assign papers that address the evaluation of plagiarism detection
methods, e.g., by providing test collections and reporting on performance comparisons. The re-
search contributions in Layer 1 are the focus of this survey.

Layer 2: Plagiarism detection systems encompasses applied research papers that address
production-ready plagiarism detection systems, as opposed to the research prototypes that are
typically presented in papers assigned to Layer 1. Production-ready systems implement the detec-
tion methods included in Layer 1, visually present detection results to the users and should be able
to identify duly quoted text. Turnitin LLC is the market leader for plagiarism detection services.
The company’s plagiarism detection system Turnitin is most frequently cited in papers included
in Layer 2 [116, 191, 256].

Layer 3: Plagiarism policies subsumes papers that research the prevention, detection, pros-
ecution, and punishment of plagiarism at educational institutions. Typical papers in Layer 3 in-
vestigate students’ and teachers’ attitudes toward plagiarism (e.g., Reference [75]), analyze the
prevalence of plagiarism at institutions (e.g., Reference [50]), or discuss the impact of institutional
policies (e.g., Reference [183]).

The three layers of the model are interdependent and essential to analyze the phenomenon of
academic plagiarism comprehensively. Plagiarism detection systems (Layer 2) depend on reliable
detection methods (Layer 1), which in turn would be of little practical value without production-
ready systems that employ them. Using plagiarism detection systems in practice would be futile
without the presence of a policy framework (Layer 3) that governs the investigation, documenta-
tion, prosecution, and punishment of plagiarism. The insights derived from analyzing the use of
plagiarism detection systems in practice (Layer 3) also inform the research and development efforts
for improving plagiarism detection methods (Layer 1) and plagiarism detection systems (Layer 2).

Continued research in all three layers is necessary to keep pace with the behavior changes that
are a typical reaction of plagiarists when being confronted with an increased risk of discovery due
to better detection technology and stricter policies. For example, improved plagiarism detection ca-
pabilities led to a rise in contract cheating, i.e., paying ghostwriters to produce original works that
the cheaters submit as their own [177]. Many researchers agree that counteracting these develop-
ments requires approaches that integrate plagiarism detection technology with plagiarism policies.

Originally, we intended to survey the research in all three layers. However, the extent of the re-
search fields is too large to cover all of them in one survey comprehensively. Therefore, the curr-
ent article surveys plagiarism detection methods and systems. A future survey will cover the
research on plagiarism policies.

DEFINITION AND TYPOLOGY OF PLAGIARISM

In accordance with Fishman, we define academic plagiarism as the use of ideas, content, or struc-
tures without appropriately acknowledging the source to benefit in a setting where originality is
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expected [279]. We used a nearly identical definition in our previous survey [160], because it de-
scribes the full breadth of the phenomenon. The definition includes all forms of intellectual con-
tributions in academic documents regardless of their presentation, e.g., text, figures, tables, and
mathematical formulae, and their origin. Other definitions of academic plagiarism often include
the notion of theft (e.g., References [13, 38, 116, 146, 188, 274, 252]), i.e., require intent and limit the
scope to reusing the content of others. Our definition also includes self-plagiarism, unintentional
plagiarism, and plagiarism with the consent of the original author.

Review of Plagiarism Typologies

Aside from a definition, a typology helps to structure the research and facilitates communication
on a phenomenon [29, 261]. Researchers proposed a variety of typologies for academic plagiarism.
Walker [263] coined a typology from a plagiarist’s point of view, which is still recognized by
contemporary literature [51]. Walker’s typology distinguishes between:

1. Sham paraphrasing (presenting copied text as a paraphrase by leaving out quotations)
2. Illicit paraphrasing
3. Other plagiarism (plagiarizing with the original author’s consent)
4. Verbatim copying (without reference)
5. Recycling (self-plagiarism)
6. Ghostwriting
7. Purloining (copying another student’s assignment without consent)

(Notes in parentheses denote explanations we added for clarity.)
All typologies we encountered in our research categorize verbatim copying as one form of aca-

demic plagiarism. Alfikri and Ayu Purwarianti [13] additionally distinguished as separate forms of
academic plagiarism the partial copying of smaller text segments, two forms of paraphrasing that
differ regarding whether the sentence structure changes and translations. Velasquez et al. [256] dis-
tinguished verbatim copying and technical disguise, combined paraphrasing and translation into
one form, and categorized the deliberate misuse of references as a separate form. Weber-Wulff
[265] and Chowdhury and Bhattacharyya [48] likewise categorized referencing errors as a form
of plagiarism. Many authors agreed on classifying idea plagiarism as a separate form of plagia-
rism [47, 48, 114, 179, 252]. Mozgovoy et al. [173] presented a typology that consolidates other
classifications into five forms of academic plagiarism:

1. Verbatim copying
2. Hiding plagiarism instances by paraphrasing
3. Technical tricks exploiting weaknesses of current plagiarism detection systems
4. Deliberately inaccurate use of references
5. Tough plagiarism

“Tough plagiarism” subsumes the forms of plagiarism that are difficult to detect for both humans
and computers, like idea plagiarism, structural plagiarism, and cross-language plagiarism [173].

The typology of Eisa et al. [61], which originated from a typology by Alzahrani et al. [21],
distinguishes only two forms of plagiarism: literal plagiarism and intelligent plagiarism. Literal
plagiarism encompasses near copies and modified copies, whereas intelligent plagiarism includes
paraphrasing, summarization, translation, and idea plagiarism.

Our Typology of Plagiarism

Since we focus on reviewing plagiarism detection technology, we exclusively consider technical
properties to derive a typology of academic plagiarism forms. From a technical perspective, several
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distinctions that are important from a policy perspective are irrelevant or at least less important.
Technically irrelevant properties of plagiarism instances are whether:

• the original author permitted to reuse content;
• the suspicious document and its potential source have the same author(s), i.e., whether

similarities in the documents’ content may constitute self-plagiarism.

Properties of minor technical importance are:

• how much of the content represents potential plagiarism;
• whether a plagiarist uses one or multiple sources. Detecting compilation plagiarism (also

referred to as shake-and-paste, patch-writing, remix, mosaic or mash-up) is impossible at
the document level but requires an analysis on the level of paragraphs or sentences.

Both properties are of little technical importance, since similar methods are employed regardless
of the extent of plagiarism and whether it may originate from one or multiple source documents.

Our typology of academic plagiarism derives from the generally accepted layers of natural lan-
guage: lexis, syntax, and semantics. Ultimately, the goal of language is expressing ideas [96]. There-
fore, we extend the classic three-layered language model to four layers and categorize plagiarism
forms according to the language layer they affect. We order the resulting plagiarism forms increas-
ingly by their level of obfuscation:

1. Characters-preserving plagiarism
• Literal plagiarism (copy and paste)
• Possibly with mentioning the source

2. Syntax-preserving plagiarism
• Technical disguise
• Synonym substitution

3. Semantics-preserving plagiarism
• Translation
• Paraphrase (mosaic, clause quilts)

4. Idea-preserving plagiarism
• Structural plagiarism
• Using concepts and ideas only

5. Ghostwriting

Characters-preserving plagiarism includes, aside from verbatim copying, plagiarism forms in
which sources are mentioned, like “pawn sacrifice” and “cut and slide” [265]. Syntax-preserving
plagiarism often results from employing simple substitution techniques, e.g., using regular ex-
pressions. Basic synonym substitution approaches operate in the same way; however, employ-
ing more sophisticated substitution methods has become typical. Semantics-preserving plagiarism
refers to sophisticated forms of obfuscation that involve changing both the words and the sen-
tence structure but preserve the meaning of passages. In agreement with Velasquez et al. [256], we
consider translation plagiarism as a semantics-preserving form of plagiarism, since a translation
can be seen as the ultimate paraphrase. In the section devoted to semantics-based plagiarism de-
tection methods, we will also show a significant overlap in the methods for paraphrase detection
and cross-language plagiarism detection. Idea-preserving plagiarism (also referred to as template
plagiarism or boilerplate plagiarism) includes cases in which plagiarists use the concept or struc-
ture of a source and describe it entirely in their own words. This form of plagiarism is difficult to
identify and even harder to prove. Ghostwriting [47, 114] describes the hiring of a third party to
write genuine text [50, 263]. It is the only form of plagiarism that is undetectable by comparing
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a suspicious document to a likely source. Currently, the only technical option for discovering po-
tential ghostwriting is to compare stylometric features of a possibly ghost-written document with
documents certainly written by the alleged author.

PLAGIARISM DETECTION APPROACHES

Conceptually, the task of detecting plagiarism in academic documents consists of locating the parts
of a document that exhibit indicators of potential plagiarism and subsequently substantiating the
suspicion through more in-depth analysis steps [218]. From a technical perspective, the literature
distinguishes the following two general approaches to plagiarism detection.

The extrinsic plagiarism detection approach compares suspicious documents to a collection
of documents assumed to be genuine (reference collection) and retrieves all documents that exhibit
similarities above a threshold as potential sources [252, 235].

The intrinsic plagiarism detection approach exclusively analyzes the input document, i.e.,
does not perform comparisons to documents in a reference collection. Intrinsic detection methods
employ a process known as stylometry to examine linguistic features of a text [90]. The goal is to
identify changes in writing style, which the approach considers as indicators for potential plagia-
rism [277]. Passages with linguistic differences can become the input for an extrinsic plagiarism
analysis or be presented to human reviewers. Hereafter, we describe the extrinsic and intrinsic
approaches to plagiarism detection in more detail.

Extrinsic Plagiarism Detection

The reference collection to which extrinsic plagiarism detection approaches compare the suspi-
cious document is typically very large, e.g., a significant subset of the Internet for production-
ready plagiarism detection systems. Therefore, pairwise comparisons of the input document to all
documents in the reference collection are often computationally infeasible. To address this chal-
lenge, most extrinsic plagiarism detection approaches consist of two stages: candidate retrieval
(also called source retrieval) and detailed analysis (also referred to as text alignment) [197]. The
candidate retrieval stage efficiently limits the collection to a subset of potential source documents.
The detailed analysis stage then performs elaborate pairwise document comparisons to identify
parts of the source documents that are similar to parts of the suspicious document.

Candidate Retrieval. Given a suspicious input document and a querying tool, e.g., a search en-
gine or database interface, the task in the candidate retrieval stage is to retrieve from the reference
collection all documents that share content with the input document [198]. Many plagiarism detec-
tion systems use the APIs of Web search engines instead of maintaining own reference collections
and querying tools.

Recall is the most important performance metric for the candidate retrieval stage of the extrinsic
plagiarism detection process, since the subsequent detailed analysis cannot identify source doc-
uments missed in the first stage [105]. The number of queries issued is another typical metric to
quantify the performance in the candidate retrieval stage. Keeping the number of queries low is
particularly important if the candidate retrieval approach involves Web search engines, since such
engines typically charge for issuing queries.

Detailed Analysis. The set of documents retrieved in the candidate retrieval stage is the input to
the detailed analysis stage. Formally, the task in the detailed analysis stage is defined as follows.
Let dq be a suspicious document. Let D = {ds } | s = 1 . . .n be a set of potential source documents.
Determine whether a fragment sq ∈ dq is similar to a fragment s ∈ ds (ds ∈ D) and identify all such
pairs of fragments (sq , s ) [202]. Eventually, an expert should determine whether the identified
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pairs (sq , s ) constitute legitimate content re-use, plagiarism, or false positives [29]. The detailed
analysis typically consists of three steps [197]:

1. Seeding: Finding parts of the content in the input document (the seed) within a document
of the reference collection

2. Extension: Extending each seed as far as possible to find the complete passage that may
have been reused

3. Filtering: Excluding fragments that do not meet predefined criteria (e.g., that are too short),
and handling of overlapping passages

The most common strategy for the extension step is the so-called rule-based approach. The ap-
proach merges seeds if they occur next to each other in both the suspicious and the source docu-
ment and if the size of the gap between the passages is below a threshold [198].

Paraphrase Identification is often a separate step within the detailed analysis stages of extrinsic
plagiarism detection methods but also a research field on its own. The task in paraphrase iden-
tification is determining semantically equivalent sentences in a set of sentences [71]. SemEval is
a well-known conference series that addresses paraphrase identification for tweets [9, 222]. Iden-
tifying semantically equivalent tweets is more difficult than identifying semantically equivalent
sentences in academic documents due to out-of-vocabulary words, abbreviations, and slang terms
that are frequent in tweets [24]. Al-Samadi et al. [9] provided a thorough review of the research
on paraphrase identification.

Intrinsic Plagiarism Detection

The concept of intrinsic plagiarism detection was introduced by Meyer zu Eissen and Stein [277].
Whereas extrinsic plagiarism detection methods search for similarities across documents, intrinsic
plagiarism detection methods search for dissimilarities within a document. A crucial presumption
of the intrinsic approach is that authors have different writing styles that allow identifying the
authors. Juola provides a comprehensive overview of stylometric methods to analyze and quantify
writing style [127].

Intrinsic plagiarism detection consists of two tasks [200, 233]:

1. Style breach detection: Delineating passages with different writing styles
2. Author identification: Identifying the author of documents or passages

Author identification furthermore subsumes two specialized tasks:

1. Author clustering: Grouping documents or passages by authorship
2. Author verification: Deciding whether an input document was authored

by the same person as a set of sample documents

Style Breach Detection. Given a suspicious document, the goal of style-breach detection is iden-
tifying passages that exhibit different stylometric characteristics [233].

Most of the algorithms for style breach detection follow a three-step process [214]:

1. Text segmentation based on paragraphs, (overlapping) sentences, character or word n-grams
2. Feature space mapping, i.e., computing stylometric measures for segments
3. Clustering segments according to observed critical values

Author Clustering typically follows the style breach detection stage and employs pairwise
comparisons of passages identified in the previous stage to group them by author [247]. For each
pair of passages, a similarity measure is computed that considers the results of the feature space
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mapping in the style-breach detection stage. Formally, for a given set of documents or passages
D, the task is to find the decomposition of this set D1, D2, . . .Dn, such that:

1. D = Un
i=1Di

2. Di ∩ D j = ∅ for each i � j
3. All documents of the same class have the same author;

For each pair of documents from different classes, the authors are different.

Author Verification is typically defined as the prediction of whether two pieces of text were writ-
ten by the same person. In practice, author verification is a one-class classification problem [234]
that assumes all documents in a set have the same author. By comparing the writing style at the
document level, outliers can be detected that may represent plagiarized documents. This method
can reveal ghostwriting [127], unless the same ghost-writer authored all documents in the set.

Author Identification (also referred to as author classification), takes multiple document sets
as input. Each set of documents must have been written verifiably by a single author. The task
is assigning documents with unclear authorship to the stylistically most similar document set.
Each authorship identification problem, for which the set of candidate authors is known, is easily
transformable into multiple authorship verification problems [128]. An open-set variant of the
author identification problem allows for a suspicious document with an author that is not included
in any of the input sets [234].

Several other stylometry-based tasks, e.g., author profiling, exist. However, we limit the descrip-
tions in the next section to methods whose main application is plagiarism detection. We recom-
mend readers interested in related tasks to refer to the overview paper of PAN’17 [200].

PLAGIARISM DETECTION METHODS

We categorize plagiarism detection methods and structure their description according to our ty-
pology of plagiarism. Lexical detection methods exclusively consider the characters in a document.
Syntax-based detection methods consider the sentence structure, i.e., the parts of speech and their
relationships. Semantics-based detection methods compare the meaning of sentences, paragraphs,
or documents. Idea-based detection methods go beyond the analysis of text in a document by con-
sidering non-textual content elements like citations, images, and mathematical content. Before
presenting details on each class of detection methods, we describe preprocessing strategies that
are relevant for all classes of detection methods.

Preprocessing

The initial preprocessing steps applied as part of plagiarism detection methods typically include
document format conversions and information extraction. Before 2013, researchers described the
extraction of text from binary document formats like PDF and DOC as well as from structured
document formats like HTML and DOCX in more details than in more recent years (e.g., Refer-
ence [49]). Most research papers on text-based plagiarism detection methods we review in this
article do not describe any format conversion or text extraction procedures. We attribute this
development to the technical maturity of text extraction approaches. For plagiarism detection
approaches that analyze non-textual content elements, e.g., academic citations and references [90,
91, 161, 191], images [162], and mathematical content [163, 165], document format conversion,
and information extraction still present significant challenges.

Specific preprocessing operations heavily depend on the chosen approach. The aim is to remove
noise while keeping the information required for the analysis. For text-based detection methods,
typical preprocessing steps include lowercasing, punctuation removal, tokenization, segmenta-
tion, number removal or number replacement, named entity recognition, stop words removal,
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stemming or lemmatization, Part of Speech (PoS) tagging, and synset extension. Approaches em-
ploying synset extension typically employ thesauri like WordNet [69] to assign the identifier of
the class of synonymous words to which a word in the text belongs. The synonymous words can
then be considered for similarity calculation. Detection methods operating on the lexical level usu-
ally perform chunking as a preprocessing step. Chunking groups text elements into sets of given
lengths, e.g., word n-grams, line chunks, or phrasal constituents in a sentence [47].

Some detection approaches, especially in intrinsic plagiarism detection, limit preprocessing to
a minimum to not loose potentially useful information [9, 67]. For example, intrinsic detection
methods typically do not remove punctuation.

All preprocessing steps we described represent standard procedures in Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP), hence well-established, publicly available software libraries support these steps.
The research papers we reviewed predominantly used the multilingual and multifunctional text
processing pipelines Natural Language Toolkit Kit (Python) or Stanford CoreNLP library (Java).
Commonly applied syntax analysis tools include Penn Treebank,3 Citar,4 TreeTagger,5 and Stan-
ford parser.6 Several papers present resources for Arabic [33, 34, 227] and Urdu [54] language
processing.

Lexical Detection Methods

Lexical detection methods exclusively consider the characters in a text for similarity computation.
The methods are best suited for identifying copy-and-paste plagiarism that exhibits little to no
obfuscation. To detect obfuscated plagiarism, the lexical detection methods must be combined
with more sophisticated NLP approaches [9, 67]. Lexical detection methods are also well-suited to
identify homoglyph substitutions, which are a common form of technical disguise. The only paper
in our collection that addressed the identification of technically disguised plagiarism is Refer-
ence [19]. The authors used a list of confusable Unicode characters and applied approximate word
n-gram matching using the normalized Hamming distance.

Lexical detection approaches typically fall into one of the three categories we describe in the
following: n-gram comparisons, vector space models, and querying search engines.

N-gram Comparisons. Comparing n-grams refers to determining the similarity of sequences
of n consecutive entities, which are typically characters or words and less frequently phrases or
sentences. n-gram comparisons are widely applied for candidate retrieval or the seeding phase of
the detailed analysis stage in extrinsic monolingual and cross-language detection approaches as
well as in intrinsic detection.

Approaches using n-gram comparisons first split a document into (possibly overlapping) n-
grams, which they use to create a set-based representation of the document or passage (“finger-
print”). To enable efficient retrieval, most approaches store fingerprints in index data structures.
To speed up the comparison of individual fingerprints, some approaches hash or compress the
n-grams that form the fingerprints. Hashing or compression reduces the lengths of the strings
under comparison and allows performing computationally more efficient numerical comparisons.
However, hashing introduces the risk of false positives due to hash collisions. Therefore, hashed
or compressed fingerprinting is more commonly applied for the candidate retrieval stage, in which
achieving high recall is more important than achieving high precision.

3https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/.
4http://github.com/danieldk/citar.
5http://www.cis.uni-muenchen.de/∼schmid/tools/TreeTagger/.
6http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml.
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Table 4. Word n-gram Detection Methods

Approach Task Method variation Papers

Extrinsic Document-level detection Stop words removed [20, 102, 126, 156,
195, 228, 256]

Stop word n-grams [101]
Candidate retrieval Stop words removed [58]

All word n-grams and stop
word n-grams

[239]

Detailed analysis All word n-grams [19, 185, 225]
Stop words removed [97, 100]
All word n-grams, stop word
n-grams, and named entity
n-grams

[226]

Numerous n-gram variations [3, 186]
Context n-grams [210, 244]

Paraphrase identification All word n-grams [113, 243]
Combination with ESA [260]

CLPD Stop words removed [60]
Intrinsic Author identification Overlap in LZW dictionary [45]

Author verification Word n-grams [81, 103, 122, 135,
159, 170, 219]

Stop word n-grams [135, 159, 170]

Fingerprinting is the most popular method for assessing local lexical similarity [104]. However,
recent research has focused increasingly on detecting obfuscated plagiarism. Thus n-gram finger-
printing is often restricted to the preprocessing stage [20] or used as a feature for machine learning
[7]. Character n-gram comparisons can be applied to cross-language plagiarism detection (CLPD)
if the languages in question exhibit a high lexical similarity, e.g., English and Spanish [79].

Table 4 presents papers employing word n-grams; Table 5 lists papers using character n-grams,
and Table 6 shows papers that employ hashing or compression for n-gram fingerprinting.

Vector Space Models (VSM) are a classic retrieval approach that represents texts as high-
dimensional vectors [249]. In plagiarism detection, words or word n-grams typically form the
dimensions of the vector space and the components of a vector undergo term frequency–inverse
document frequency (tf-idf) weighting [249]. Idf values are either derived from the suspicious doc-
ument or the corpus [205, 238]. The similarity of vector representations—typically quantified using
the cosine measure, i.e., the angle between the vectors—is used as a proxy for the similarity of the
documents the vectors represent.

Most approaches employ predefined similarity thresholds to retrieve documents or passages
for subsequent processing. Kanjirangat and Gupta [249] and Ravi et al. [208] follow a different
approach. They divide the set of source documents into K clusters by first selecting K centroids
and then assigning each document to the group whose centroid is most similar. The suspicious
document is used as one of the centroids and the corresponding cluster is passed on to the
subsequent processing stages.

VSM remain popular and well-performing approaches not only for detecting copy-and-paste
plagiarism but also for identifying obfuscated plagiarism as part of a semantic analysis. VSM are
also frequently applied in intrinsic plagiarism detection. A typical approach is to represent sen-
tences as vectors of stylometric features to find outliers or to group stylistically similar sentences.
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Table 5. Character n-gram (CNG) Detection Methods

Approach Task Method variation Papers

Extrinsic Document-level detection Pure character n-grams [178, 267]
Overlap in LZW dictionary [231]
Machine learning [38]
Combined with Bloom filters [86]

Detailed analysis Hashed character n-grams [18]
Paraphrase identification Feature for machine learning [243]
Cross-language PD Cross-language CNG [28, 72, 74, 78]

Intrinsic Style-breach detection CNG as stylometric features [35, 148],
Author identification Bit n-grams [190]
Author verification CNG as stylometric features [30, 44, 52, 81, 108],

[109, 110, 121, 122,
123, 135, 146, 150,
157, 170, 219, 221]

Author clustering CNG as stylometric features [10, 84, 98, 141, 220]

Table 6. Detection Methods Employing Compression or Hashing

Task Method Papers

Document-level detection Hashing [86, 83, 228, 267]
Candidate retrieval Hashing [20, 104, 175, 180]
Detailed analysis Hashing [18, 181, 185, 186]
Document-level detection Compression [231]
Author identification Compression [37, 45, 107, 112]

Table 7 presents papers that employ VSM for extrinsic plagiarism detection; Table 8 lists papers
using VSM for intrinsic plagiarism detection.

Querying Web Search Engines. Many detection methods employ Web search engines for can-
didate retrieval, i.e., for finding potential source documents in the initial stage of the detection
process. The strategy for selecting the query terms from the suspicious document is crucial for
the success of this approach. Table 9 gives an overview of the strategies for query term selection
employed by papers in our collection.

Intrinsic detection approaches can employ Web Search engines to realize the General Impostors
Method. This method transforms the one-class verification problem regarding an author’s writing
style into a two-class classification problem. The method extracts keywords from the suspicious
document to retrieve a set of topically related documents from external sources, the so-called
“impostors.” The method then quantifies the “average” writing style observable in impostor docu-
ments, i.e., the distribution of stylistic features to be expected. Subsequently, the method compares
the stylometric features of passages from the suspicious document to the features of the “average”
writing style in impostor documents. This way, the method distinguishes the stylistic features that
are characteristic of an author from the features that are specific to the topic [135]. Koppel and
Winter present the method in detail [146]. Detection approaches implementing the general
impostors method achieved excellent results in the PAN competitions, e.g., winning the
competition in 2013 and 2014 [128, 232]. Table 10 presents papers using this method.
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Table 7. Extrinsic Detection Methods Employing Vector Space Models

Task Unit Extension of VSM Papers

Document-level detection sentence Combination of similarity metrics [250]

Document-level detection sentence VSM as a bitmap; compressed for comparison [223]

Document-level detection sentence Machine learning to set similarity thresholds [88]

Document-level detection word Synonym replacement [85]

Document-level detection word, sentence Fuzzy set of WordNet synonyms [178]

Candidate retrieval word Vectors of word N-grams [60, 125,
253],

Candidate retrieval word K-means clustering of vectors to find
documents most similar to the input doc.

[208, 249]

Candidate retrieval word Z-order mapping of multidimensional vectors
to scalar and subsequent filtering

[12]

Candidate retrieval word Topic-based segmentation; Re-ranking of
results based on the proximity of terms

[58]

Detailed analysis sentence Pure VSM [59, 145,
186, 252]

Detailed analysis sentence Adaptive adjustment of parameters to detect
the type of obfuscation

[216, 217]

Detailed analysis sentence Hybrid similarity (Cosine+ Jaccard) [264]

Detailed analysis word Pure VSM [156]

Paraphrase identification sentence Semantic role annotation [71]

Table 8. Intrinsic Detection Methods Employing Vector Space Models

Task Unit Extension of VSM Papers

Style-breach detection word Word frequencies [179]

Style-breach detection word Vectors of lexical and syntactic features [131, 134]

Style-breach detection sentence Vectors of word embeddings [214]

Style-breach detection sentence Vectors of lexical features [229]

Style-breach detection sliding window Vectors of lexical features [209]

Author clustering document Vectors of lexical features [52, 123, 141, 166, 255]

Author clustering document Word frequencies [139]

Author clustering document Word embeddings [220]

Author verification document Word frequencies [159]

Author verification document Vectors of lexical features [103, 121, 122, 140]

Author verification document Vectors of lexical and syntactic features [44, 108, 132, 193]

Author verification document Vectors of syntactic features [196]

Syntax-based Methods

Syntax-based detection methods typically operate on the sentence level and employ PoS tagging to
determine the syntactic structure of sentences [99, 245]. The syntactic information helps to address
morphological ambiguity during the lemmatization or stemming step of preprocessing [117], or
to reduce the workload of a subsequent semantic analysis, typically by exclusively comparing the
pairs of words belonging to the same PoS class [102]. Many intrinsic detection methods use the
frequency of PoS tags as a stylometric feature.

The method of Tschuggnall and Specht [245] relies solely on the syntactic structure of sentences.
Table 11 presents an overview of papers using syntax-based methods.
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Table 9. Detection Methods Querying Web Search Engines

Strategy Paper

Querying the words with the highest tf-idf value [89, 136, 145, 205, 207, 238]
Querying the least frequent words [106, 155]
Querying the least frequent strings [152]
Querying the words with the highest tf-idf value as well as
noun phrases

[63, 64, 278]

Querying the nouns and most frequent words [203]
Querying the nouns and verbs [143]
Querying the nouns, verbs, and adjectives [207, 268, 269, 270]
Querying the nouns, facts (dates, names, etc.) as well as the
most frequent words

[49]

Querying keywords and the longest sentence in a paragraph [237, 239]
Comparing different querying heuristics [133]
Incrementing passage length and passage selection heuristics [257]
Query expansion by words from UMLS Meta-thesaurus [176]

Table 10. Detection Methods Employing
the General Impostors Method

Task Papers

Author verification [103, 135, 146, 171, 224]

Table 11. Syntax-based Detection Methods

Approach Method Purpose / Method Papers

Extrinsic PoS tagging Addressing morphological ambiguity [117, 118]
Word comparisons within the same
PoS class only

[102, 168]

Combined with stop-words [101]
Comparing PoS sequences [272]
Combination with PPM compression [112]

Intrinsic PoS tags as
stylometric
features

PoS frequency [115, 149, 157, 184, 276]
PoS n-gram frequency [4, 30, 44, 87, 135, 170,

196, 258]
PoS frequency, PoS n-gram
frequency, starting PoS tag

[158]

Comparing
syntactic trees

Direct comparison [245, 246]
Integrated syntactic graphs [99]

Semantics-based Methods

Papers presenting semantics-based detection methods are the largest group in our collection.
This finding reflects the importance of detecting obfuscated forms of academic plagiarism, for
which semantics-based detection methods are the most promising approach [216]. Semantics-
based methods operate on the hypothesis that the semantic similarity of two passages depends
on the occurrence of similar semantic units in these passages. The semantic similarity of two units
derives from their occurrence in similar contexts.
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Many semantics-based methods use thesauri (e.g., WordNet or EuroVoc7). Including semantic
features, like synonyms, hypernyms, and hyponyms, in the analysis improves the performance of
paraphrase identification [9]. Using a canonical synonym for each word helps detecting synonym-
replacement obfuscation and reduces the vector space dimension [206]. Sentence segmentation
and text tokenization are crucial parameters for all semantics-based detection methods. Tokeniza-
tion extracts the atomic units of the analysis, which are typically either words or phrases. Most
papers in our collection use words as tokens.

Employing established semantic text analysis methods like Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), Ex-
plicit Semantic Analysis (ESA), and word embeddings for extrinsic plagiarism detection is a popu-
lar and successful approach. This group of methods follows the idea of “distributional semantics,”
i.e., terms co-occurring in similar contexts tend to convey a similar meaning. In the reverse con-
clusion, distributional semantics assumes that similar distributions of terms indicate semantically
similar texts. The methods differ in the scope within which they consider co-occurring terms. Word
embeddings consider only the immediately surrounding terms, LSA analyzes the entire document
and ESA uses an external corpus.

Latent Semantic Analysis is a technique to reveal and compare the underlying semantic structure
of texts [55]. To determine the similarity of term distributions in texts, LSA computes a matrix,
in which rows represent terms, columns represent documents and the entries of the matrix typi-
cally represent log-weighted tf-idf values [46]. LSA then employs Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) or similar dimensionality reduction techniques to find a lower-rank approximation of the
term-document matrix by reducing the number of rows (i.e., pruning less relevant terms) while
maintaining the similarity distribution between columns (i.e., the text representations). The terms
remaining after the dimensionality reduction are assumed to be most representative of the seman-
tic meaning of the text. Hence, comparing the rank-reduced matrix-representations of texts allows
computing the semantic similarity of the texts [46].

LSA can reveal similarities between texts that traditional vector space models cannot express
[116]. The ability of LSA to address synonymy is beneficial for paraphrase identification. For ex-
ample, Satyapanich et al. [222] considered two sentences as paraphrases if their LSA similarity is
above a threshold. While LSA performs well in addressing synonymy, its ability to reflect polysemy
is limited [55].

Ceska [46] first applied LSA for plagiarism detection. AlSallal et al. [15] proposed a novel weight-
ing approach that assigns higher weights to the most common terms and used LSA as a stylo-
metric feature for intrinsic plagiarism detection. Aldarmaki and Diab [11] used weighted matrix
factorization—a method similar to LSA—for cross-language paraphrase identification. Table 12 lists
other papers employing LSA for extrinsic and intrinsic plagiarism detection.

Explicit Semantic Analysis is an approach to model the semantics of a text in a high-dimensional
vector space of semantic concepts [82]. Semantic concepts are the topics in a man-made knowl-
edge base corpus (typically Wikipedia or other encyclopedias). Each article in the knowledge base
is an explicit description of the semantic content of the concept, i.e., the topic of the article [163].
ESA builds a “semantic interpreter” that allows representing texts as concept vectors whose com-
ponents reflect the relevance of the text for each of the semantic concepts, i.e., knowledge base
articles [82]. Applying vector similarity measures, such as the cosine metric, to the concept vectors
then allows determining the texts’ semantic similarity.

Table 13 shows detection methods that employed ESA depending on the corpus used to build
the semantic interpreter. Constructing the semantic interpreter from multilingual corpora, such
as Wikipedia, allows the application of ESA for cross-language plagiarism detection [78]. ESA has

7https://publications.europa.eu/en/web/eu-vocabularies/th-dataset/-/resource/dataset/eurovoc.
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Table 12. Detection Methods Employing LSA

Approach Task Extension of LSA Papers

Extrinsic Document-level detection LSA with phrase tf-idf [117, 118]
LSA in combination with
other methods

[256]

Candidate retrieval LSA only [230]
Paraphrase identification LSA only [222]

LSA with machine learning [13, 243, 259, 275]
Weighted matrix factorization [11]

Intrinsic Document-level detection LSA with stylometric features [14]
Author identification LSA with machine learning [15, 43]

LSA at CNG level [221]

Table 13. Detection Methods Employing ESA

Corpus Papers

Wikipedia (monolingual) [124, 164, 260]
Wikipedia (cross-language) [74, 78]
Wikipedia + FanFiction [174]

Table 14. Detection Methods Employing
IR-based Semantic Similarity

Document sets Papers

Articles from Wikipedia [120]
Synonyms from Farsnet [206]

several applications beyond PD, e.g., when applied for document classification, ESA achieved a
precision above 95% [124, 174].

The Information Retrieval-based semantic similarity approach proposed by Itoh [120] is a gener-
alization of ESA. The method models a text passage as a set of words and employs a Web search
engine to obtain a set of relevant documents for each word in the set. The method then com-
putes the semantic similarity of the text passages as the similarity of the document sets obtained,
typically using the Jaccard metric. Table 14 presents papers that also follow this approach.

Word embeddings is another semantic analysis approach that is conceptually related to ESA.
While ESA considers term occurrences in each document of the corpus, word embeddings exclu-
sively analyze the words that surround the term in question. The idea is that terms appearing in
proximity to a given term are more characteristic of the semantic concept represented by the term
in question than more distant words. Therefore, terms that frequently co-occur in proximity within
texts should also appear closer within the vector space [73]. In cross-language plagiarism detec-
tion, word embeddings outperformed other methods when syntactic weighting was employed [73].
Table 15 summarizes papers that employ word embeddings.

Word Alignment is a semantic analysis approach widely used for machine translation [240] and
paraphrase identification. Words are aligned, i.e., marked as related, if they are semantically similar.
Semantic similarity of two words is typically retrieved from an external database, like WordNet.
The semantic similarity of two sentences is then computed as the proportion of aligned words.
Word alignment approaches achieved the best performance for the paraphrase identification task
at SemEval 2014 [240] and were among the top-performing approaches at SemEval-2015 [9, 242].
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Table 15. Detection Methods Employing Word Embeddings

Approach Task Papers

Extrinsic Candidate retrieval [175]
Cross-language PD [95]

Intrinsic Paraphrase identification [23, 72, 73, 113, 243]
Style-breach detection [214]
Author clustering [220]

Table 16. Detection Methods Employing Word Alignment and CL-ASA

Method Papers

Word alignment only [240, 241]
Word alignment-based modification of Jaccard and Levenshtein measure [17]
Word alignment in combination with machine learning [111, 242, 271]
CL-ASA [28, 74]
Translation + word alignment [72]

Cross-language alignment-based similarity analysis (CL-ASA) is a variation of the word align-
ment approach for cross-language semantic analysis. The approach uses a parallel corpus to com-
pute the similarity that a word x in the suspicious document is a valid translation of the term y in
a potential source document for all terms in the suspicious and the source documents. The sum of
the translation probabilities yields the probability that the suspicious document is a translation of
the source document [28]. Table 16 presents papers using Word alignment and CL-ASA.

Graph-based Semantic Analysis. Knowledge graph analysis (KGA) represents a text as a weighted
directed graph, in which the nodes represent the semantic concepts expressed by the words in the
text and the edges represent the relations between these concepts [79]. The relations are typically
obtained from publicly available corpora, such as BabelNet8 or WordNet. Determining the edge
weights is the major challenge in KGA. Traditionally, edge weights were computed from analyz-
ing the relations between concepts in WordNet [79]. Salvador et al. [79] improved the weighting
procedure by using continuous skip-grams that additionally consider the context in which the con-
cepts appear. Applying graph similarity measures yields a semantic similarity score for documents
or parts thereof (typically sentences).

Inherent characteristics of KGA like word sense disambiguation, vocabulary expansion, and lan-
guage independence are highly beneficial for plagiarism detection. Thanks to these characteristics,
KGA is resistant to synonym replacements and syntactic changes. Using multilingual corpora al-
lows the application of KGA for cross-language PD [79]. KGA achieves high detection effectiveness
if the text is translated literally; for paraphrased translations, the results are worse [77].

The universal networking language approach proposed by Avishek and Bhattacharyyan [53] is
conceptually similar to KGA. The method constructs a dependency graph for each sentence and
then compares the lexical, syntactic, and semantic similarity separately. Kumar [147] used semantic
graphs for the seeding phase of the detailed analysis stage. In those graphs, the nodes corresponded
to all words in a document or passage. The edges represented the adjacency of the words. The edge
weights expressed the semantic similarity of words based on the probability that the words occur in
a 100-word window within a corpus of DBpedia9 articles. Overlapping passages in two documents
were identified using the minimum weight bipartite clique cover.

8https://babelnet.org/.
9https://wiki.dbpedia.org/.
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Table 17. Detection Methods Employing Graph-based Analysis

Task Method Papers

Document-level detection Knowledge graph analysis [79]
Detailed analysis Semantic graphs [147]
Detailed analysis Word n-gram graphs for sentences [169]
Paraphrase identification Knowledge graph analysis [168]
Paraphrase identification Universal networking language [53]
Cross-language plagiarism detection Knowledge graph analysis [76, 77, 78]

Table 18. Detection Approaches Employing
Semantic Role Labeling

Task Papers

Document-level detection [182, 188]
Paraphrase identification [71]

Table 19. Overview of Idea-based Detection Methods

Task Approach Papers

Monolingual plagiarism detection Citation-based PD [93, 104, 161, 191, 192]
Math-based PD [164, 165]
Image-based PD [162]

Cross-lingual plagiarism detection CbPD [94]

Table 17 presents detection methods that employ graph-based semantic analysis.
Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) determines the semantic roles of terms in a sentence, e.g., the

subject, object, events, and relations between these entities, based on roles defined in linguistic
resources, such as PropBank10 or VerbNet.11 The goal is to extract “who” did “what” to “whom”
“where” and “when” [188]. The first step in SRL is PoS tagging and syntax analysis to obtain the
dependency tree of a sentence. Subsequently, the semantic annotation is performed [71].

Paul and Jamal [188] used SRL in combination with sentence ranking for document-level plagia-
rism detection. Hamza and Salim [182] employed SRL to extract arguments from sentences, which
they used to quantify and compare the syntactic and semantic similarity of the sentences. Ferreira
et al. [71] obtained the similarity of sentences by combining various features and measures using
machine learning. Table 18 lists detection approaches that employ SRL.

Idea-based Methods

Idea-based methods analyze non-textual content elements to identify obfuscated forms of aca-
demic plagiarism. The goal is to complement detection methods that analyze the lexical, syntactic,
and semantic similarity of text to identify plagiarism instances that are hard to detect both for
humans and for machines. Table 19 lists papers that proposed idea-based detection methods.

Citation-based plagiarism detection (CbPD) proposed by Gipp et al. [91] analyses patterns of
in-text citations in academic documents, i.e., identical citations occurring in proximity or in a sim-
ilar order within two documents. The idea is that in-text citations encode semantic information
language-independently. Thus, analyzing in-text citation patterns can indicate shared structural

10http://verbs.colorado.edu/∼mpalmer/projects/ace.html.
11http://verbs.colorado.edu/∼mpalmer/projects/verbnet.html.
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and semantic similarity among texts. Assessing semantic and structural similarity using citation
patterns requires significantly less computational effort than approaches for semantic and syntac-
tic text analysis [90]. Therefore, CbPD is applicable for the candidate retrieval and the detailed
analysis stage [161] of monolingual [90, 93] and cross-lingual [92] detection methods. For weakly
obfuscated instances of plagiarism, CbPD achieved comparable results as lexical detection meth-
ods; for paraphrased and idea plagiarism, CbPD outperformed lexical detection methods in the
experiments of Gipp et al. [90, 93]. Moreover, the visualization of citation patterns was found to
facilitate the inspection of the detection results by humans, especially for cases of structural and
idea plagiarism [90, 93]. Pertile et al. [191] confirmed the positive effect of combining citation and
text analysis on the detection effectiveness and devised a hybrid approach using machine learning.
CbPD can also alert a user when the in-text citations are inconsistent with the list of references.
Such inconsistency may be caused by mistake, or deliberately to obfuscate plagiarism.

Meuschke et al. [163] proposed mathematics-based plagiarism detection (MathPD) as an exten-
sion of CbPD for documents in the Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM)
fields. Mathematical expressions share many properties of academic citations, e.g., they are es-
sential components of academic STEM documents, are language-independent, and contain rich
semantic information. Furthermore, some disciplines, such as mathematics and physics, use aca-
demic citations sparsely [167]. Therefore, a citation-based analysis alone is less likely to reveal
suspicious content similarity for these disciplines [163], [165]. Meuschke et al. showed that an ex-
clusive math-based similarity analysis performed well for detecting confirmed cases of academic
plagiarism in STEM documents [163]. Combining a math-based and a citation-based analysis fur-
ther improved the detection performance for confirmed cases of plagiarism [165].

Image-based plagiarism detection analyze graphical content elements. While a large variety of
methods to retrieve similar images have been proposed [56], few studies investigated the appli-
cation of content-based image retrieval approaches for academic plagiarism detection. Meuschke
et al. [162] is the only such study we encountered during our data collection. The authors proposed
a detection approach that integrates established image retrieval methods with novel similarity as-
sessments for images that are tailored to plagiarism detection. The approach has been shown to
retrieve both copied and altered figures.

Ensembles of Detection Methods

Each class of detection methods has characteristic strengths and weaknesses. Many authors
showed that combining detection methods achieves better results than applying the methods in-
dividually [7, 62, 78, 128, 133, 234, 242, 273, 275]. By assembling the best-performing detection
methods in PAN 2014, the organizers of the workshop created a meta-system that performed best
overall [232].

In intrinsic plagiarism detection, combining feature analysis methods is a standard approach
[233], since an author’s writing style always comprises of a multitude of stylometric features [127].
Many recent author verification methods employ machine learning to select the best performing
feature combination [234].

In general, there are three ways of combining plagiarism detection methods:

• Using adaptive algorithms that determine the obfuscation strategy, choose the detection
method, and set similarity thresholds accordingly

• Using an ensemble of detection methods whose results are combined using static weights
• Using machine learning to determine the best-performing combination of detection methods

The winning approach at PAN 2014 and 2015 [216] used an adaptive algorithm. After finding the
seeds of overlapping passages, the authors extended the seeds using two different thresholds for
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Table 20. Ensembles of Detection Methods

Task Method Type of ensemble Papers

Document-level detection Linguistic knowledge [2]
Candidate retrieval Querying a Web

search engine
Combination of
querying heuristics

[133]

Detailed analysis Vector space model Adaptive algorithm [186, 216, 217]

the maximum gap. Based on the length of the passages, the algorithm automatically recognized
different plagiarism forms and set the parameters for the VSM-based detection method accordingly.

The “linguistic knowledge approach” proposed by Abdi et al. [2] exemplifies an ensemble of de-
tection methods. The method combines the analysis of syntactic and semantic sentence similarity
using a linear combination of two similarity metrics: (i) the cosine similarity of semantic vectors
and (ii) the similarity of syntactic word order vectors [2]. The authors showed that the method
outperformed other contesters on the PAN-10 and PAN-11 corpora. Table 20 lists other ensembles
of detection methods.

Machine Learning approaches for plagiarism detection typically train a classification model that
combines a given set of features. The trained model can then be used to classify other datasets.
Support vector machine (SVM) is the most popular model type for plagiarism detection tasks.
SVM uses statistical learning to minimize the distance between a hyperplane and the training
data. Choosing the hyperplane is the main challenge for correct data classification [66].

Machine-learning approaches are very successful in intrinsic plagiarism detection. Supervised
machine-learning methods, specifically random forests, were the best-performing approach at the
intrinsic detection task of the PAN 2015 competition [233]. The best-known method for author
verification is unmasking [232], which uses an SVM classifier to distinguish the stylistic features
of the suspicious document from a set of documents for which the author is known. The idea of
unmasking is to train and run the classifier and then remove the most significant features of the
classification model and rerun the classification. If the classification accuracy drops significantly,
then the suspicious and known documents are likely from the same author; otherwise, they are
likely written by different authors [232]. There is no consensus on the stylometric features that are
most suitable for authorship identification [158]. Table 21 gives an overview of intrinsic detection
methods that employ machine-learning techniques.

For extrinsic plagiarism detection, the application of machine learning has been studied for
various components of the detection process [208]. Gharaviet al. [88] used machine learning to
determine the suspiciousness thresholds for a vector space model. Zarrella et al. [273] won the Se-
mEval competition in 2015 with their ensemble of seven algorithms; most of them used machine
learning. While Hussain and Suryani [116] successfully used an SVM classifier for the candidate
retrieval stage [269], Williams et al. compared many supervised machine-learning methods and
concluded that applying them for classifying and ranking Web search engine results did not im-
prove candidate retrieval. Kanjirangat and Gupta [252] used a genetic algorithm to detect idea
plagiarism. The method randomly chooses a set of sentences as chromosomes. The sentence sets
that are most descriptive of the entire document are combined and form the next generation. In
this way, the method gradually extracts the sentences that represent the idea of the document and
can be used to retrieve similar documents.

Sánchez-Vega et al. [218] proposed a method termed rewriting index that evaluates the degree
of membership of each sentence in the suspicious document to a possible source document. The
method uses five different Turing machines to uncover verbatim copying as well as basic trans-
formations on the word level (insertion, deletion, substitution). The output values of the Turing
machines are used as the features to train a Naïve Bayes classifier and identify reused passages.
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Table 21. Machine-learning-based Intrinsic Plagiarism Detection Methods

Task Classifier Features Papers

Style-breach detection Gradient Boosting
Regression Trees

Lexical, syntax [149]

Author identification SVM Semantic (LSA) [15]

Author clustering Recurrent ANN Lexical [26],

SVM Lexical, syntax [276]

Author verification Recurrent ANN Lexical [25]

k-nearest neighbor Lexical [109]

Lexical, syntax [87]

Homotopy-based
classification

Lexical [103]

Naïve Bayes Lexical [159]

SVM Lexical, syntax [4, 70, 115, 146, 258]

Equal error rate Lexical [110]

Decision Tree Lexical [81]

Random Forest Lexical, syntax [30, 158, 184]

Genetic algorithm Lexical, syntax [170, 171]

Multilayer perceptron Lexical, semantic (LSA) [16]

Many Lexical [151, 219]

Lexical, syntax [172]

In the approach of Afzal et al. [5], the linear combination of supervised and unsupervised
machine-learning methods outperformed each of the methods applied individually. In the exper-
iments of Alfikri and Purwarianti [13], SVM classifiers outperformed Naïve Bayes classifiers. In
the experiments of Subroto and Selamat [236], the best performing configuration was a hybrid
model that combined SVM and an artificial neural network (ANN). El-Alfy et al. [62] found that an
abductive network outperformed SVM. However, as shown in Table 22, SVM is the most popular
classifier for extrinsic plagiarism detection methods. Machine learning appears to be more bene-
ficial when applied for the detailed analysis, as indicated by the fact that most extrinsic detection
methods apply machine learning for that stage (cf. Table 22).

Evaluation of Plagiarism Detection Methods

The availability of datasets for development and evaluation is essential for research on natural
language processing and information retrieval. The PAN series of benchmark competitions is a
comprehensive and well–established platform for the comparative evaluation of plagiarism detec-
tion methods and systems [197]. The PAN test datasets contain artificially created monolingual
(English, Arabic, Persian) and—to a lesser extent—cross-language plagiarism instances (German
and Spanish to English) with different levels of obfuscation. The papers included in this review
that present lexical, syntactic, and semantic detection methods mostly use PAN datasets12 or the
Microsoft Research Paraphrase corpus.13 Authors presenting idea-based detection methods that
analyze non-textual content features or cross-language detection methods for non-European lan-
guages typically use self-created test collections, since the PAN datasets are not suitable for these
tasks. A comprehensive review of corpus development initiatives is out of the scope of this article.

12https://pan.webis.de/data.html.
13https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=52398.
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Table 22. Machine-learning-based Extrinsic Plagiarism Detection Methods

Task Classifier Features Papers

Document-level
detection

SVM Semantic [66, 116]
SVM, Naïve Bayes Lexical, semantic [13]
Decision tree, k-nearest
neighbor

Syntax [38]

Naïve Bayes, SVM, Decision
tree

Lexical, syntax [254]

Many Semantic (CbPD) [191]
Candidate retrieval SVM Lexical [142]

Linear discriminant analysis Lexical, syntax [270]
Genetic algorithm Lexical, syntax [252]

Detailed analysis Logical regression model Lexical, syntax, semantic [144]
Naïve Bayes Lexical [218]
Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree,
Random Forest

Lexical [129]

SVM Lexical, semantic [147]
Paraphrase
identification

SVM Lexical [67]
Lexical, semantic [111, 259]
Lexical, syntax, semantic [41, 42, 130]
MT metrics [36]
ML with syntax and
semantic features

[213]

k-nearest neighbor, SVM,
artificial neural network

Lexical [236]

SVM, Random forest,
Gradient boosting

Lexical, syntax, semantic,
MT metrics

[243]

SVM, MaxEnt Lexical, syntax, semantic [9]
Abductive networks Lexical [62]
Linear regression Lexical, syntax, semantic [53]
L2-regularized logistic
regression

Lexical, syntax, semantic,
ML

[273]

Ridge regression Lexical, semantic [189]
Gaussian process regression Lexical, semantic [194]
Isotonic regression Semantic [153]
Artificial neural network Lexical, semantic [113]
Deep neural network Syntax, semantic [5]

Semantic [6]
Decision Tree Semantic [23]

Lexical, syntax, semantic [72, 73]
Random Forest Semantic, MT metrics [204]
Many Lexical, semantic [71, 215]

Lexical, syntax, semantic [262, 275]
Cross-language PD Artificial neural networks Semantic [78]
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Since plagiarism detection is an information retrieval task, precision, recall, and F–measure are
typically employed to evaluate plagiarism detection methods. A notable use-case-specific exten-
sion of these general performance measures is the PlagDet metric. Potthast et al. introduced the
metric to evaluate the performance of methods for the detailed analysis stage in external plagia-
rism detection [201]. A method may detect only a fragment of a plagiarism instance or report
a coherent instance as multiple detections. To account for these possibilities, Potthast et al. in-
cluded the granularity score as part of the PlagDet metric. The granularity score is the ratio of the
detections a method reports and the true number of plagiarism instances.

PLAGIARISM DETECTION SYSTEMS

Plagiarism detection systems implement (some of) the methods described in the previous sections.
To be applicable in practice, the systems must address the tradeoff between detection performance
and processing speed [102], i.e., find sources of plagiarism with reasonable computational costs.

Most systems are Web-based; some can run locally. The systems typically highlight the parts
of a suspicious document that likely originate from another source as well as which source that
is. Understanding how the source was changed is often left to the user. Providers of plagiarism
detection systems, especially of commercial systems, rarely publish information on the detection
methods they employ [85, 256]. Thus, estimating to what extent plagiarism detection research
influences practical applications is difficult.

Velásquez et al. [256] provided a text-matching software and described its functionality that
included the recognition of quotes. The system achieved excellent results in the PAN 10 and PAN
11 competitions. Meanwhile, the authors commercialized the system [195].

Academics and practitioners are naturally interested in which detection system achieves the
best results. Weber-Wulff and her team performed the most methodologically sound investigation
of this question in 2004, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2013 [266]. In their latest benchmark
evaluation, the group compared 15 systems using documents written in English and German.

Chowdhury and Bhattacharyya [48] provided an exhaustive list of currently available plagiarism
detection systems. Unfortunately, the description of each system is short, and the authors did
not provide performance comparisons. Pertile et al. [191] summarized the basic characteristics of
17 plagiarism detection systems. Kanjirangat and Gupta [251] compared four publicly available
systems. They used four test documents that contained five forms of plagiarism (copy-and-paste,
random obfuscation, translation to Hindi and back, summarization). All systems failed to identify
plagiarism instances other than copy-and-paste and random obfuscation.

There is consensus in the literature that the inability of plagiarism detection systems to identify
obfuscated plagiarism is currently their most severe limitation [88, 251, 266].

In summary, there is a lack of systematic and methodologically sound performance evaluations
of plagiarism detection systems, since the benchmark comparisons of Weber-Wulff ended in 2013.
This lack is problematic, since plagiarism detection systems are typically a key building block of
plagiarism policies. Plagiarism detection methods and plagiarism policies are the subjects of exten-
sive research. We argue that plagiarism detection systems should be researched just as extensively
but are currently not.

DISCUSSION

In this section, we summarize the advancements in the research on methods to detect academic
plagiarism that our review identified. Figure 2 depicts the suitability of the methods discussed in
the previous sections for identifying the plagiarism forms presented in our typology. As shown in
the Figure, n-gram comparisons are well-suited for detecting character-preserving plagiarism and
partially suitable for identifying ghostwriting and syntax-preserving plagiarism. Stylometry is
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Fig. 2. Suitability of detection methods for identifying certain forms of plagiarism.

routinely applied for intrinsic plagiarism detection and can reveal ghostwriting and copy-and-
paste plagiarism. Vector space models have a wide range of applications but appear not to be
particularly beneficial for detecting idea plagiarism. Semantics-based methods are tailored to the
detection of semantics-preserving plagiarism, yet also perform well for character-preserving and
syntax-preserving forms of plagiarism. Non-textual feature analysis and machine learning are
particularly beneficial for detecting strongly obfuscated forms of plagiarism, such as semantics-
preserving and idea-preserving plagiarism. However, machine learning is a universal approach
that also performs well for less strongly disguised forms of plagiarism.

Extrinsic Plagiarism Detection

The first observation of our literature survey is that ensembles of detection methods tend to outper-
form approaches based on a single method [93, 161]. Chong experimented with numerous methods
for preprocessing as well as with shallow and deep NLP techniques [47]. He tested the approaches
on both small and large-scale corpora and concluded that a combination of string-matching and
deep NLP techniques achieves better results than applying the techniques individually.

Machine-learning approaches represent the logical evolution of the idea to combine hetero-
geneous detection methods. Since our previous review in 2013, unsupervised and supervised
machine-learning methods have found increasingly wide-spread adoption in plagiarism detection
research and significantly increased the performance of detection methods. Baroni et al. [27] pro-
vided a systematic comparison of vector-based similarity assessments. The authors were particu-
larly interested in whether unsupervised count-based approaches like LSA achieve better results
than supervised prediction-based approaches like Softmax. They concluded that the prediction-
based methods outperformed their count-based counterparts in precision and recall while requir-
ing similar computational effort. We expect that the research on applying machine learning for
plagiarism detection will continue to grow significantly in the future.

Considering the heterogeneous forms of plagiarism (see the typology section), the static one-
fits-all approach observable in most plagiarism detection methods before 2013 is increasingly re-
placed by adaptive detection algorithms. Many recent detection methods first seek to identify the
likely obfuscation method and then apply the appropriate detection algorithm [79, 198], or at least
to dynamically adjust the parameters of the detection method [216].
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Graph-based methods operating on the syntactic and semantic levels achieve comparable results
to other semantics-based methods. Mohebbi and Talebpour [168] successfully employed graph-
based methods to identify paraphrases. Franco-Salvador et al. [79] demonstrated the suitability of
knowledge graph analysis for cross-language plagiarism detection.

Several researchers showed the benefit of analyzing non-textual content elements to improve
the detection of strongly obfuscated forms of plagiarism. Gipp et al. demonstrated that analyz-
ing in-text citation patterns achieves higher detection rates than lexical approaches for strongly
obfuscated forms of academic plagiarism [90, 92–94]. The approach is computationally modest
and reduces the effort required of users for investigating the detection results. Pertile et al. [191]
combined lexical and citation-based approaches to improve detection performance. Eisa et al. [61]
strongly advocated for additional research on analyzing non-textual content features. The research
by Meuschke et al. on analyzing images [162] and mathematical expressions [164] confirms that
non-textual detection methods significantly enhance the detection capabilities. Following the trend
of combining detection methods, we see the analysis of non-textual content features as a promising
component of future integrated detection approaches.

Surprisingly many papers in our collection addressed plagiarism detection for Arabic and Per-
sian texts (e.g., References [22, 118, 231, 262]). The interest in plagiarism detection for the Arabic
language led the organizers of the PAN competitions to develop an Arabic corpus for intrinsic
plagiarism detection [34]. In 2015, the PAN organizers also introduced a shared task on plagiarism
detection for Arabic texts [32], followed by a shared task for Persian texts one year later [22]. While
these are promising steps toward improving plagiarism detection for Arabic, Wali et al. [262] noted
that the availability of corpora and lexicons for Arabic is still insufficient when compared to other
languages. This lack of resources and the complex linguistic features of the Arabic language cause
plagiarism detection for Arabic to remain a significant research challenge [262].

For cross-language plagiarism detection methods, Ferrero et al. [74] introduced a five-class ty-
pology that still reflects the state of the art: cross-language character n-grams (CL-CNG), cross-
language conceptual thesaurus-based similarity (CL-CTS), cross-language alignment-based simi-
larity analysis (CL-ASA), cross-language explicit semantic analysis (CL-ESA), and translation with
monolingual analysis (T+MA). Franco-Salvador et al. [80] showed that the performance of these
methods varies depending on the language and corpus. The observation that the combination of
detection methods improves the detection performance also holds for the cross-language scenario
[80]. In the analysis of Ferrero et al. [74], the detection performance of methods exclusively de-
pended on the size of the chosen chunk but not on the language, nor the dataset. Translation with
monolingual analysis is a widely used approach. For the cross-language detection task (Spanish–
English) at the SemEval competition in 2016, most of the contesters applied a machine translation
from Spanish to English and then compared the sentences in English [7]. However, some authors
do not consider this approach as cross-language plagiarism detection but as monolingual plagia-
rism detection with translation as a preprocessing step [80].

Intrinsic Plagiarism Detection

For intrinsic plagiarism detection, authors predominantly use lexical and syntax-based text analy-
sis methods. Widely analyzed lexical features include character n-grams, word frequencies, as well
as the average lengths of words, sentences, and paragraphs [247]. The most common syntax-based
features include PoS tag frequencies, PoS tag pair frequencies, and PoS structures [247]. At the PAN
competitions, methods that analyzed lexical features and employed simple clustering algorithms
achieved the best results [200].

For the author verification task, the most successful methods treated the problem as a binary
classification task. They adopted the extrinsic verification paradigm by using texts from other
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authors to identify features that are characteristic of the writing style of the suspected author
[233]. The general impostors method is a widely used and largely successful realization of this
approach [135, 146, 159, 224].

From a practitioner’s perspective, intrinsic detection methods exhibit several shortcomings.
First, stylometric comparisons are inherently error-prone for documents collaboratively written by
multiple authors [209]. This shortcoming is particularly critical, since most scientific publications
have multiple authors [39]. Second, intrinsic methods are not well suited for detecting paraphrased
plagiarism, i.e., instances in which authors illegitimately reused content from other sources that
they presented in their own words. Third, the methods are generally not reliable enough for prac-
tical applications yet. Author identification methods achieve a precision of approximately 60%,
author profiling methods of approximately 80% [200]. These values are sufficient for raising sus-
picion and encouraging further examination but not for proving plagiarism or ghostwriting. The
availability of methods for automated author obfuscation aggravates the problem. The most ef-
fective methods can mislead the identification systems in almost half of the cases [199]. Fourth,
intrinsic plagiarism detection approaches cannot point an examiner to the source document of
potential plagiarism. If a stylistic analysis raised suspicion, then extrinsic detection methods or
other search and retrieval approaches are necessary to discover the potential source document(s).

Other Applications of Plagiarism Detection Methods

Aside from extrinsic and intrinsic plagiarism detection, the methods described in this article have
numerous other applications such as machine translation [67], author profiling for marketing ap-
plications [211], spam detection [248], law enforcement [127, 211], identifying duplicate accounts
in internet fora [4], identifying journalistic text reuse [47], patent analysis [1], event recognition
based on tweet similarity [24, 130], short answer scoring based on paraphrase identification [242],
or native language identification [119].

CONCLUSION

In 2010, Mozgovoy et al. [173] proposed a roadmap for the future development of plagiarism de-
tection systems. They suggested the inclusion of syntactic parsing, considering synonym thesauri,
employing LSA to discover “tough plagiarism,” intrinsic plagiarism detection, and tracking cita-
tions and references. As our review of the literature shows, all these suggestions have been realized.
Moreover, the field of plagiarism detection has made a significant leap in detection performance
thanks to machine learning.

In 2015, Eisa et al. [61] praised the effort invested into improving text-based plagiarism detection
but noted a critical lack of “techniques capable of identifying plagiarized figures, tables, equations and
scanned documents or images.” While Meuschke et al. [163, 165] proposed initial approaches that
addressed these suggestions and achieved promising results, most of the research still addresses
text-based plagiarism detection only.

A generally observable trend is that approaches that integrate different detection methods—
often with the help of machine learning—achieve better results. In line with this observation, we
see a large potential for the future improvement of plagiarism detection methods in integrating
non-textual analysis approaches with the many well-performing approaches for the analysis of
lexical, syntactic, and semantic text similarity.

To summarize the contributions of this article, we refer to the four questions Kitchenham et al.
[138] suggested to assess the quality of literature reviews:

1. “Are the review’s inclusion and exclusion criteria described and appropriate?
2. Is the literature search likely to have covered all relevant studies?
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3. Did the reviewers assess the quality/validity of the included studies?
4. Were the basic data/studies adequately described?”

We believe that the answers to these four questions are positive for our survey. Our article
summarizes previous research and identifies research gaps to be addressed in the future. We are
confident that this review will help researchers newly entering the field of academic plagiarism
detection to get oriented as well that it will help experienced researchers to identify related works.
We hope that our findings will aid in the development of more effective and efficient plagiarism
detection methods and system that will then facilitate the implementation of plagiarism policies.
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